
IBM Power Systems: 
the ideal platform for SAP HANA

Many leading companies run their businesses on SAP. With 
the end of support for SAP based on databases other than 
SAP HANA® coming in 2027, most organisations will now be 
planning to migrate to SAP S/4HANA® and start exploiting 
its capabilities. 

IBM® Power Systems™ is the ideal platform to support your 
organisation in this evolution to SAP HANA.

Risk-free migration – when you’re ready 
Any organisation currently taking advantage of the 
performance of SAP on IBM Power Systems can migrate to 
IBM POWER9™ processor-based architecture seamlessly. 

No changes are required to the SAP environment, and the 
superior price/performance and pricing flexibility of POWER9 
can be exploited immediately.

When you are ready to embark on the S/4HANA journey or 
to start exploiting the capabilities of SAP HANA, you can use 
IBM Power Systems Capacity on Demand to install alongside 
the existing ECC. As a result, you can migrate in line with 
business requirements, ensuring that the move to SAP HANA is 
as risk-free, secure and simple as possible.



Choose the lowest TCO platform
Several companies report 50 percent lower total cost of 
ownership (TCO) for SAP and SAP HANA workloads on 
IBM Power Systems compared to Intel servers. 

Some organisations chose to move their SAP and SAP 
HANA workloads from hyperscalers back to on-premises 
infrastructure and saw their TCO drop by 75 percent. 

This is confirmed in a recent study by Forrester.

In the last 24 months, we have seen many companies moving 
from Hyperscaler Cloud models to on-premises solutions with 
IBM Power Systems. Our clients typically tell us that the reasons 
are unexpected costs and low availability. 

IBM Power Systems technology enables you to consolidate 
massive SAP workloads and other critical applications onto a single 
IBM Power Systems server, resulting in significantly reduced costs 
while increasing performance and availability. 

For SAP installations, our clients typically experience 
total-cost-of-ownership savings greater than 50%. Below is a 
typical real-life example: 

IBM Power Systems on-premises 
vs Hyperscaler on x86 

IBM Power 
Systems x86

Number of SAP instances 100 100

Number of SAP HANA databases 25 25

Total memory - two sites 128TB 128TB

Number of cores < 400 > 5,000

Number of physical servers 2 60

Maximise performance
IBM POWER9 architecture is optimised for SAP HANA, offering 
market-leading performance delivering over double the numbers of 
SAPS per core compared to the highest performing Intel processors.

“We found that IBM Power Systems represented by far the most 
cost-effective option for running SAP HANA to support multiple 
client systems.”
Dr. Michael Missbach, Global SAP Architect, Freudenberg IT Germany

Our market experience



Cloud or on-premises – you choose
IBM POWER9 processor-based architecture is available to 
install in your own data centre to form the foundation of a 
private cloud. It is also available as a public cloud offering 
from IBM with all the benefits of IBM Power Systems. A third 
solution is to use a combination of on-premises private cloud 
infrastructure alongside public cloud services, creating a 
hybrid cloud solution.  

IBM Power Systems technology supports existing SAP 
deployments on IBM Db2® or Oracle, as well as new 
environments based on SAP HANA and extended to support 
next-generation applications. 

IBM Power Systems servers provide the ideal open platform 
for your enterprise transformation.
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IBM Power Systems brings flexibility
• IBM Power Systems is certified by SAP to run both non-SAP and SAP on the 

same server (i.e. Oracle database and SAP production applications on the same 
physical server).

• IBM Power Systems is certified by SAP to run both HANA production and HANA 
non-production on the same physical server.

• IBM Power Systems is certified by SAP to run both traditional SAP and SAP HANA on 
the same physical server (even for production).

• SAP has certified IBM Power Systems in the IBM Cloud for HANA and Netweaver. 

• Enjoy the flexibility of AIX, IBM i and Linux on the same physical server bringing 
thousands of applications to the platform.

• Launching Cloud Pak for Data, Cloud Pak for!Applications and OpenShift 4 on 
IBM Power Systems for cost efficient and low latency software solutions.

• Consistent and automated hybrid cloud management with Ansible for 
IBM Power Systems



Seeing is believing!
Don’t just take our word for it. Join us for a test run of your 
workload at our IBM Systems Client Centre in Montpellier, France. 
We can even do it virtually.
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You’re in great company
Thousands of customers have successfully run SAP R/3 
environments on IBM Power Systems for many years – enabling you 
to build on their experiences. More than 3,500 SAP customers are 
already using IBM Power Systems to run SAP HANA. SAP also uses 
IBM POWER9 architecture in its own SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud.

SAP uses IBM Power Systems in HEC
“SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud on IBM Power Systems will help 
clients unlock the full value of SAP HANA in the cloud, with 
the possibility of enhancing the scalability and availability of 
mission-critical SAP applications while moving workloads to SAP 
HANA and lowering TCO.”
Christoph Herman, SVP and Head of SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud Delivery


